**Drain Tube Cleaning Instructions**

**600, 500, 200/300 Series**

**CAUTIONS**

Do not to disconnect the drain tube from the drain trough.

Do not to put anything down the tube such as a brush as it may pierce the tube.

**First Steps**

Remove the crisper glass shelf (Figure 1)
- Open the crisper drawer and lift the glass off the supports

Remove the crisper drawer (Figure 2)
- Pull open until drawer stops then lift up and off the supports

Remove the kickplate (Figure 3)
- Remove the screws at right and left corners and pull the kickplate forward

Remove any ice from inside the refrigerator
- Use a hair dryer on low setting moving around to avoid damage

The drain trough extending across the back of the refrigerator is now visible (Figure 4)
- Remove standing water in the drain trough using a turkey baster or sponge

**Cleaning the Drain Tube**

Turn the refrigerator off

Mix 1 quart of warm water, 2 capfuls of bleach and a few drops of dish detergent

Squirt or pour cleaning solution in the top of the drain tube (Figure 4)
- Continue until the solution no longer overflows into the refrigerator and drains into the drain pan under the unit

**After the Drain Tube is Clean**

Remove the drain pan

600, 500, 200/300 Series Models excluding 601, 501, 201 (Figure 5)
- Push front of drain pan up slightly and pull forward to remove

601, 501, 201 Models (Figure 6)
- Remove lower grille section (Figure 7)
  - Remove screws at bottom left and right corners of lower grille section
  - Pull bottom of lower grille out and up to release it from upper grille
- Remove kickplate
  - Push drain pan up and out from underneath

Clean the drain pan with soap and water then reinstall the drain pan

Reinstall the kickplate

Turn the refrigerator on

**Built-In (BI), Integrated (700) Series or Wine (400)**

Always contact Factory Certified Service if drain clogs occur in Built-In or Integrated products.